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In this edition:

• Technicals: another year, another record high.

(n: immediate insight; receive knowledge by direct perception)
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TEcHnicals: anoTHEr yEar, anoTHEr rEcord HiGH

At the end of last year, we cautioned 
that in our opinion, local markets were 
trading at unsustainable valuations. That 
said, we did not believe that a crash was 
imminent. We made the case for falling 
valuations through growing profits and 
flat share prices. Four months later, the 
JSE is trading at record highs – the local 
market has delivered returns of 7% so 
far.

Believe it or not, the above paragraph 
was written for the May 2014 issue of Intuition. It is uncanny 
that exactly the same paragraph is applicable now – the only 
difference being that the JSE has in fact delivered returns of 
almost 10% for the year to date. Yet the same issues that were 
of concern last year are still prevalent. We have a stagnant 
economy, weighed down by regulation, poor productivity 
and now load-shedding. The global economy was meant to 
improve this year – and there are pockets of good news – but 
it is not universal and certainly not consistent. Furthermore, 
for the first time in many years, we have divergent monetary 
policy from the world’s major economic regions. Europe and 

Japan are in full QE mode, whilst the US is still debating when 
it will finally start to raise interest rates. The consequences 
are volatile markets and volatile currencies. And we haven’t 
even started on geopolitical issues yet!

In our opinion, we have witnessed an incredible period of 
corporate resilience – our leading companies have been 
able to deliver growth in profits and dividends despite the 
lackluster economy and all the issues that we face. So part 
of the appreciation in markets over the past few years have 
been supported by growing profits. That is comforting. 
But there has definitely been an element of rerating too – 
valuations rising at a faster rate than the rate of growth of 
profits. That does give us some concern especially given the 
weak outlook for our economy and the inevitable questions 
of whether profits are sustainable. 

The rest of this issue is dedicated to charts of various 
markets, currencies and securities. Whilst we do not rely on 
charts to determine investment decisions, a picture always 
says a thousand words. Charts certainly help to put current 
conditions into perspective. 

Michael Porter
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We will start by looking at the market in terms 
of size. The Top 40 Index comprises our 40 
largest companies and is widely followed. The 
Index peaked in May 2008 and took four and a 
half years to surpass that level. More recently, 
the Index reached a new high in July 2014, 
but has been volatile ever since. In the last 
two weeks, the Index has made a fresh new 
high. Interesting, the JSE has gained 17% since 
January 2014, but the Top 40 Index has only 
risen by 15% over the same period.

sa Top 40

That implies that some of our smaller 
companies have been performing far better 
than our larger ones, and that is indeed the 
case. The JSE’s Midcap index has performed 
consistently well. Since January 2014, it has 
gained an incredible 27%. Its performance has 
been helped by the lower exposure to mining 
shares and the higher exposure to financial 
and industrial shares. But it highlights that 
investors ignore smaller companies to their 
disadvantage. 

sa Mid caps

The JSE’s Small Cap index – all those 
companies that do not fall into either the 
Top40 or Midcap indices – has been an equally 
impressive performer. It has risen 21% since 
January 2014, once again outperforming 
the Top 40. However, investing in small cap 
shares does carry more risk (liquidity, quality 
of management, cash flow etc), so one would 
expect higher returns to compensate for the 
higher risk. 

sa sMall caps
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The challenges facing the mining industry are 
well known, and unfortunately, there appears 
to be little respite on the horizon.  Whether 
it be higher electricity costs, a striking labour 
force, uncertainty over mineral legislation or 
just old-fashioned weakness in commodity 
prices, the hits are coming from all sides. 
Mining shares are at the same level as they 
were in 2006 – 9 years ago. Disappointingly, 
we do not expect a reversal of fortune in the 
near future. 

rEsourcEs

The Financial Sector (banks, insurers and 
niche providers) has been the driving force 
behind the rally in the JSE recently. The sector 
stood out as being cheap relative to the rest 
of the market, and there was a reasonable 
degree of certainty about the growth of 
profits. Consequently, the sector has rallied 
hard and has gained almost 300% since the 
low point reached during the Financial Crisis. 
The increasingly exponential rise of the Index 
suggests that caution is required.

Financials

The Industrial index has a similar chart to 
that of the Financial Sector, with the same 
increasingly exponential rise in the index. 
Since the low reached in the Financial Crisis, 
the Industrial Index has delivered returns of 
370% - making it the best sector by far. Gains 
have been steady and consistent for a number 
of years, but there have been very few periods 
of consolidation recently. To our minds, that 
implies that a period of sideways movement 
is long overdue. 

indusTrials
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One might expect from the chart to the 
left that because mining shares are near 
record lows that their valuations should be 
at similar levels. Unfortunately, Resource 
Sector valuations are notoriously volatile in 
line with the cyclical nature of the industry. 
Valuations are not expensive at present, but 
with commodity prices in freefall, profits are 
likely to fall too. That will push valuations to 
the top end of the range.

rEsourcEs ValuaTions

A portion of the stellar performance from the 
Financial Sector can be explained by rising 
profits, but a good portion of the return has 
also come from rising valuations – it is easy 
to see how the PE ratio has expanded over 
the past 18 months. In our opinion, this is 
not sustainable, and history suggests that 
valuations are nearing the top end of their 
range. Profit growth is required to justify 
current share prices, and certainly required if 
shares are going to rise much further.

Financials ValuaTions

The Industrial Sector was responsible for the 
broad rally in the JSE from 2012 through to 
2014, and valuations became stretched and 
expensive during that period. Whilst valuations 
have not corrected, we are encouraged by the 
fact that valuations have been stable over the 
past two years, despite ongoing gains in share 
prices. That implies that profit growth has kept 
pace with share price growth and reduces the 
risk of a sharp correction. 

indusTrials ValuaTions
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The Listed Property Sector endured a period 
of consolidation for eighteen months from 
late 2012 through to the second quarter of 
2014. When it became apparent last year that 
the outlook for interest rates was changing for 
the better, the sector took off and rallied hard. 
It is presently trading at near-record highs. 
The upward trend since late 2008 remains 
firmly in place, although the recent rally looks 
overdone, especially in light of unfolding 
developments in local bond yields – see below. 

local propErTy

In contrast to the performance of local 
property, global listed property shares were 
hit hard during the Financial Crisis given 
their high levels of gearing. In fact, the index 
fell by over 70% from the peak in February 
2007 to the trough in early 2009. Since then, 
it has steadily clawed its way back, but only 
breached the previous high in early 2013. 
So far this year, global property has been 
undergoing a period of consolidation despite 
the onset of QE in Europe.

GloBal propErTy

We do not often focus on local bond yields 
in our market analysis, but we pay close 
attention to yields, given their importance as 
a key factor in the valuation of listed property. 
Within a range, yields on SA government debt 
are the same as they were ten years ago. But 
the downtrend in place since 2000 has been 
breached. Given the pressure on government 
from salaries and Eskom (to name but two), 
we expect yields to drift higher. 

local GoVErnMEnT Bonds
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As are all acutely aware, the rand remains 
firmly in its bear trend relative to the US Dollar. 
The current period of depreciation started in 
mid-2011 and has been fairly consistent ever 
since. Earlier this year, the Rand reached a 
new all-time low against the US currency – 
and remains weak. As the following charts 
will show, this trend is not due solely to 
Rand weakness, but has much to do with the 
strength of the Dollar as markets anticipate a 
rise in US interest rates. 

rand Vs dollar

Relative to the Pound, the trend is more 
interesting. The Rand weakened sharply during 
2013, but has since largely traded sideways in 
a broad range between 17.50 and 18.50 to the 
UK currency. Nonetheless, this range is higher 
than previous lows for the Rand, so the chart 
would suggest that the Rand will continue to 
weaken once this period of consolidation is 
over.  

rand Vs pound

I spoke about the volatility of global currencies 
in my opening paragraph and this chart neatly 
sums it all up. The Euro has been exceptionally 
weak, thanks to a weak economy and the 
onset of QE by the European Central Bank. So 
whilst the Rand is reaching new lows relative 
to the Dollar, our currency has strengthened 
by 15% against the Euro since early 2014. 
Given that much of our imports originate from 
Europe, this has helped to contain the fallout 
from Rand weakness. 

rand Vs Euro
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Like most global markets, the UK’s FTSE 100 
Index peaked in 2000, and until very recently, 
it still had not exceeded that level, even in the 
boom years of 2006-2007. However, there 
was much cause for celebration in the UK in 
March as the FTSE finally broke to a new high, 
fifteen years later. The index has doubled from 
its low at the trough of the Financial Crisis, 
lagging other exchanges that have performed 
far better. The accelerating economy is finally 
feeding through to share prices. We believe 
there is more to come.  

uK MarKET

Contrast the previous chart of the FTSE with 
this chart of the US S&P 500 Index. They tell 
very different stories.  The S&P has risen over 
200% from its trough and reached a new 
high back in 2013. The US has certainly been 
the engine of growth for the world economy 
recently, and share prices reflect that recovery. 
The strong dollar is starting to take the shine 
off corporate profits and consequently the 
Index has been consolidating for much of 
this year. This may well continue until there is 
clarity on the path of US interest rates. 

us MarKET

The star performer across global equities this 
year has been Europe. The EuroStoxx Index, 
which measures the performance of Europe’s 
largest 50 companies, has gained over 18% 
this year already, thanks to the introduction 
of QE across the region. But foreign investors 
have not enjoyed the bounty. Owing to the 
weakness of the Euro, much of the gain in 
share prices has been offset by weakness in 
the currency, leaving foreign investors with 
more paltry returns of 4% (in US Dollar terms.) 

EuropEan MarKET
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The collapse of the oil price has been well 
documented. There was no respite for the 
industry as oil prices plunged from $110 per 
barrel to $45 per barrel. Recently though, the 
oil price is showing signs of life. As I write, the 
price is back at $65 per barrel – a far more 
realistic level. Oil could fall further if Iranian 
sanctions are lifted, but forecasts for demand 
have been revised upwards and supply is 
being curtailed. A period of consolidation at 
this level would be helpful for consumers and 
producers alike.  

oil

There is not much good news around for 
the gold price. The strong dollar has sent 
traditional investors scurrying away and the 
collapse in oil has caused a sharp downtrend 
in inflation, which is also usually negative for 
the gold price. In our opinion, the downtrend 
that started in early 2011 is still in place, 
but the momentum has slowed. With major 
strikes looming for our gold industry, there 
may be an imminent spike, but the same did 
not apply to the platinum price last year, so 
don’t hold your breath!

Gold

Given that the bulk of the world’s platinum 
comes from this country, it was incredible that 
the platinum price did not react to the 5-month 
strike last year. Furthermore, European car 
sales have been rising for the past eighteen 
months, and owing to their preference for 
diesel over petrol, they use more platinum 
than palladium. Yet none of this has had any 
effect on the platinum price, which continues 
to languish at eight-year lows.

plaTinuM
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In stark contrast to the share prices of many 
mining companies, BHP Billiton reached a new 
record high during 2014, surpassing the peak 
reached just prior to the Financial Crisis. The 
price then plummeted thanks to the collapse in 
iron ore and oil prices, but the share has been 
far more resilient than most. We attribute it 
to the company’s strong balance sheet and 
progressive dividend – the share presently 
offers a dividend yield greater than 5%. 

BHp BilliTon

Since the trough reached during the Financial 
Crisis, Bidvest’s share price has gained over 
300%, mirroring the fantastic performance 
by the Industrial Index as a whole.  There 
certainly has been an element of rerating - the 
company’s p/e ratio is now at the highest level 
since 2006. But much of the rise in the share 
price has been earned through rising profits 
and dividends. Recovering offshore markets 
and a weak Rand should ensure that profits 
continue to grow.

BidVEsT

BAT was only listed in late 2008 after its 
unbundling from Remgro. It had a rather 
muted start to life on the JSE, falling from 
R260 per share to R210 per share. But ever 
since, it has been a steady upward trend for 
a share that is meant to be operating in a 
declining industry. Once again, we attribute 
this to the company’s resilient profits and 
steady growth in dividends. Since listing on 
the JSE, the dividend has risen from 900c per 
share to 2640c per share – an annual growth 
rate of almost 17%.

BriTisH aMErican ToBacco
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MTN enjoyed a strong rally in its share price 
from mid-2012 to mid-2014, as investors 
started to appreciate the rising cashflows 
from the company and what that meant for 
dividends. But the collapse in the oil price and 
pressure on the Nigerian Naira (and other 
African currencies) has temporarily derailed 
the enthusiasm. Nigeria is the company’s 
biggest market and the going has been 
tougher recently. It may consolidate for a few 
months longer, but we still like MTN’s long 
term potential. 

MTn

NEPI was listed in April 2009, and it has been 
one of the JSE’s most successful companies. 
The chart does not do justice to the early 
years, but the price doubled over its first 
three years, despite the share being relatively 
unknown and unappreciated. Since then, it 
has grown its property portfolio enormously 
and attracted a wider following. The share 
price has appreciated a further 300%. A period 
of consolidation is due, but it remains a core 
holding for us.

nEw EuropEan propErTy

Standard Bank has always been considered 
a quality institution with a good franchise, 
but the share price has tested shareholders’ 
patience for the past few years. The share 
peaked in late 2007 when ICBC of China took 
a 20% stake in the company. It only breached 
that high early last year, and even then the 
momentum failed to last. But the bank has 
found a new lease of life. It has finally sold 
its troubled London and offshore operations 
to focus on Africa. That has been warmly 
received by shareholders.

sTandard BanK
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As we cautioned, markets have started on an extremely volatile note this year, gyrating in reaction to QE in Europe, fears 
over the future of Greece, weak economic growth in China and the potential for higher interest rates in the USA. With so 
much going on, we will take the opportunity to take stock of recent market movements and what the second half of the 
year might hold in store. 

Please RSVP to Desiree Mthiyane on 033 3302164 or desireem@hhgroup.co.za. Please note that we will host two seminars 
in Natal – one morning session and one evening session in order to alleviate congestion and make the events more 
accessible. Both seminars will take place at Fernhill Hotel.

INsIght semINars: KZN mIdlaNds & JohaNNesburg 

Natal midlands - morning Natal midlands - evening Johannesburg - evening
Topic: Market update: making sense of unfolding events n/a

Date: 26th of May 26th of May n/a
Venue: Amber Valley Auditorium

Amber Valley
Fernhill Hotel

Midmar / Tweedie Road
(almost opp entrance to Midmar)

n/a

Time: 10am for 10.30am 5.30pm for 6pm n/a
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